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ROLLER RINK DIVIDED PAGE
By Elise Blaha Cripe

When I have a lot of photos (normally taken on my phone!) from a single event, I like to add an 
extra insert to that week’s spread in my Project Life album. In mid-September, my husband and I 
attended a local beer fest with some of our friends. When I saw the cute speech bubbles in this 
month’s kit, I knew they would coordinate well with the photos and would fit perfectly in a coin 
page protector pockets. Ta-da! An insert page idea was born!

I printed my square photos 2x2in to fit into the pockets and cut down some patterned papers 
to the same size to fill up the squares. I loved the green grid tape and decided to wrap it around 
some white cardstock to create a simple grid pattern. It ’s strange, I rarely use tape on my 
projects to actually hold stuff in place, I like the look of it as a patterened paper more. 

My small amount of journaling went right onto one of the vellum speech bubbles. I loved the 
LOL and DUDE and worked them into pockets as well and added the “page title” and date to the 
backsides. The clear pockets are fun because two sides can be displayed. I wanted the speech 
bubbles to “float” within the pockets, but I didn’t want them to fall out, so I used my sewing 
machine and a zig-zag stitch to stitch right through the pockets and hold them in place.

Roller Rink (papers, Amy Tangerine stickers, speech bubbles, Basic Grey letter 
stickers), Crack the Whip (green grid tape, yellow stars) & Rainbow Kneesocks 
(divider tab clear stamps) ; other - Staz-on ink, BCW coin pocket page, American 
Crafts Slickwriter, thread & embroidery floss
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I am in the habit of designating my insert pages with tabs. I stamped one of the 
dividers twice in teal on kraft cardstock then cut it out, folded it in half and secured it 
to the edge of my page protector with my sewing machine.


